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This project was undertaken to store towels, linens, and small appliances in our bathroom.  
Ironically, the armoire came out well enough that my wife didn’t want to put it in the 
bathroom, so we still don’t have a place for the towels, hair dryer, and spare sheets.  The first 
step in this project was gathering pictures of armoires in order to make or buy a plan.  The 
piece we liked best in terms of basic design and meeting our storage needs was a project 
published by Woodsmith several years ago.  Their design, shown below, is a one-piece case 
made with cherry and cherry plywood topped with undersized moldings, but it gave me a place 
to start. 



I decided to make a two piece unit for portability and to use a 

combination of woods for greater visual interest.  I had a slab of 

spalted maple purchased from a small sawmill in central PA and 

some black walnut left from another project.  Their colors looked 

good together.   

I cut the spalted 

maple panels under 

Jim Tartaglia’s 

direction, then 

assembled the doors 

and sides using 

mortice and tenon 

construction.  The 

fact that the most 

dramatic element in a lengthy project was 

completed very early on disappointed me a bit, 

but it also kept me going.   

Deciding the best way to marry the upper 
closet to the drawers beneath involved some 
tedious trial and error.  In the end I decided to 
put a platform on top of the drawer section 
with bullnose moldings around its edges to 
define the upper and lower sections of the 
armoire.  By this time I had also decided to 
make the base and moldings from Walnut and to ebonize them.  Making the curved feet for the 
base involved gluing up blocks of Walnut which were shaped on the band saw then smoothed 
with a round bottomed spoke shave, a lovely tool made by Veritas.  
 
Unable to source Walnut molding of sufficient width for less than $1,000, I found an article 
about how to make moldings using your table saw.  The article included graphs that showed 
how to adjust the shape and depth of the cut based on the height of the saw blade and the 
angle of the feed for the lumber.  I cut a deep elliptical channel in 6/4 Walnut boards and 
finished the design with different cutters on my Stanley No. 45 combination plane, which was 
my first time using that tool, shown in the photo below. 
 
After completing the molding I immediately put my No. 45 plane on eBay.  I found it finicky and 
much prefer single purpose planes. 
 
Next came the drawers.  Making the half blind dovetails was one of the most satisfying aspects 
of the project.  Rereading Christian Beckvoort’s articles on dovetails was a good refresher and a 
big help. 



 
 
Using a single board for the drawers came out well too.  My wife, Betsy, selected the hardware 
which are cast pewter with a gold finish made by a company in Warwick, RI. 
 

 
 



The Walnut base and moldings were ebonized using a technique found on the Internet.  A good 
article on ebonizing came out subsequently in Fine Woodworking.  Woods with a high tannin 
content like Walnut and oak can be turned black by first increasing the natural tannins by 
brushing on a strong tea solution, then wiping on a brew made of steel wool and vinegar.  It 
works like magic.  The wood got darker before our eyes, while the grain still shows through. 
 
After using “unplugged” hand cut mortise and tenon joinery for the side panels and doors I 
jumped forward a couple centuries, using Festool Dominos to join the case parts.  I had taken 
special care to match the wood grain on the vertical cabinet parts which really paid off: the 
joints are nearly undetectable.   
 
All surfaces were smoothed using infill smoothing and panel planes followed by card scrapers 
for final finishing.  I then applied Walnut tinted Watco Oil followed by six coats of satin varnish 
thinned 50% with mineral spirits and wiped on.  The surfaces were rubbed with 0000 steel wool 
between coats. 
 
Frank Pettorossi and Andrew Riiska of The Eliot School provided advice and assistance 
throughout the project.  Without their support I might still have just the doors.   
 


